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BECOMING  
    JUDYCHICAGO

by Rachel Gould
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It was                                              when the artist formerly known as Judy Gerowitz made a radical proclamation. 
“Judy Gerowitz hereby divests herself  of  all names imposed upon her through male social dominance and freely chooses 
her own name: Judy Chicago.” The news broke in an ad in Artforum magazine, accompanied by an iconic photograph 
of  the 31-year-old artist posed coolly in a boxing ring. The intention here was twofold: to promote her solo exhibition at 
California State University in Fullerton and to establish Chicago as a feminist force majeure here to KO the patriarchy.

Chicago pulls no punches at 81, either. Her seminal work as a multidisciplinary artist, author, educator and activist has 
commanded recognition on an international scale, including a coveted place on TIME magazine’s list of  the 100 “Most 
Influential People” in 2018. Chicago’s is something of  a household name these days, all the mightier for its rebellious 
liberation from patronymics. (The artist was born Judith Cohen before assuming the surname of  her first husband, Jerry 
Gerowitz. Chicago remarried twice after Gerowitz’s death in 1963, though her chosen name, playfully derived from her 
Chicago accent, has endured.) 

Chicago has spent the better part of  her six-decade career sparring for visibility. Born in 1939, Chicago matured in the 
age of  muscular Abstract Expressionism and misogynistic Pop art. She obtained her undergraduate and graduate degrees 
from UCLA in Los Angeles, where the nascent art scene was tolerable only to women with unflinching grit. 

In 1964, persuaded by the ubiquity of  men and cars in her environment (and, perhaps, in a bid to process the recent 
loss of  her husband in a car accident), Chicago enrolled in an auto body course where she was the only woman in her 
class of  250 students. She became skilled in the notoriously technical art of  spray painting, which facilitated her natural 
sensibilities as a colorist.  

Long before the ombré craze, Chicago used sprayed acrylic to yield ethereal color gradients; from her shimmering 
Star Cunts series (1969) to the ecstatic checkerboards comprising Fresno Fans (1971). She sprayed canvas with radiant, 

Once I knew that I wanted to be an 
artist, I had made myself into one. I did 

not understand that wanting doesn’t 
always lead to action. Many of the 

women had been raised without the 
sense that they could mold and shape 

their own lives, and so, wanting to be 
an artist (but without the ability to realize 

their wants) was, for some of them, 
only an idle fantasy, like wanting 

to go to the moon.”
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Judy Chicago with 10 Part Cylinders, c. 1966
© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK

PHOTO COURTESY OF THROUGH THE FLOWER ARCHIVES
COURTESY OF THE ARTIST; SALON 94, NEW YORK; JESSICA 

SILVERMAN GALLERY, SAN FRANCISCO

Previous pages: Judy Chicago, On Fire at 80, 2020
© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK

PHOTO © DONALD WOODMAN/ARS, NEW YORK
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Judy Chicago with Zig Zag and Trinity, c. 1965.

© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK
PHOTO COURTESY OF THROUGH THE FLOWER ARCHIVES

COURTESY OF THE ARTIST; SALON 94, NEW YORK; AND JESSICA 
SILVERMAN GALLERY, SAN FRANCISCO
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reaching compositions like Heaven Is For White Men Only (1973); and she sprayed detached car hoods with sinuous, candy-
colored forms. 

Of  course, the car hoods specifically referenced the machismo culture around her, hence the screaming irony that 
Chicago’s male teachers and peers denounced their suggestive imagery and bright, emotive hues. Chicago abandoned the 
practice shortly thereafter, though she resurrected three hoods—Birth Hood, Bigamy Hood and Flight Hood (1965/2011)—to 
critical acclaim in the Getty Center’s multi-institutional initiative Pacific Standard Time, a regional celebration of  work 
made in Los Angeles between 1945 and 1980. 

H ell-bent on making space for women in the art world, Chicago established her pioneering Feminist Art 
Program at Fresno State College in 1970 and helped found the Feminist Studio Workshop in Los Angeles, 
a public cultural center where women could safely nurture their practices, in 1973. All the while she felt a 
mounting urge to contextualize her own existence amid the dizzying continuum of  women’s history. 

“Learning my history as a woman is what saved me,” Chicago recalls from her studio in Belen, New Mexico, in a 
conversation over Zoom. “I struggled so hard to get my work acknowledged . . . One of  my goals from the beginning was to 
make sure that my work would not be lost . . . [because] even women who were successful in their own time have been erased.” 

Think French portraitist Élisabeth Vigée Le Brun, who, despite her place as one of  the most prolific artists of  the late 
Rococo period, wasn’t deemed worthy of  a single retrospective in France until 2015. Or Artemisia Gentileschi, the virtuosic 
Italian Baroque painter whose work was erroneously attributed to her male contemporaries until (shockingly) recent years. 
These women are but two of  1,038 female figures whose names Chicago immortalized in The Dinner Party (1974-79), a 
monumental installation in which mythological deities, literary heroines and notable women who lived—“Those who’ve 
done the cooking throughout history,” as Chicago has previously explained—are paid tribute.

Today, The Dinner Party is the keystone of  Chicago’s oeuvre and the crown jewel of  the Elizabeth A. Sackler Center for 
Feminist Art at the Brooklyn Museum. But Chicago has a complicated relationship with her magnum opus. In 1979, The 
Dinner Party debuted at the San Francisco Museum of  Modern Art to substantial fanfare and a barrage of  ridicule, mainly 

Judy Chicago, The Dinner Party, 1974–79, Ceramic, porcelain, textile, 576 × 576 in. (1463 × 1463 cm).
BROOKLYN MUSEUM, GIFT OF THE ELIZABETH A. SACKLER FOUNDATION, 2002.10

© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTIST RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS) NEW YORK; PHOTO ©DONALD WOODMAN/ARS NY

Opposite page: Judy Chicago, Installation view of Wing One from The Dinner Party, 1979.
COLLECTION OF BROOKLYN MUSEUM, GIFT OF THE ELIZABETH A. SACKLER FOUNDATION

© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK
PHOTO © DONALD WOODMAN/ARS, NEW YORK
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Because men have a history, 
it is difficult for them to imagine 

what it is like to grow up 
without one, or the sense 

of personal expansion that 
comes from discovering that 

we women have a worthy 
heritage. Along with pride often 

comes rage—rage that one 
has been deprived of such a 

significant knowledge.”

”
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for the overt vulvar forms of  each honoree’s dinner plate. (Later on, critics would take issue with the association 
between biology and gender, as well as Chicago’s predominant focus on white women.) The Dinner Party wound up 
in storage just three months later.

It was not without significant efforts that The Dinner Party was reconsidered the following year, when it toured six 
countries across three continents. But it came back with such a vengeance that it steamrolled Chicago’s subsequent 
work—including the Birth Project (1980-85), for which she rallied some 150 needleworkers to illustrate the 
emotional, psychological and physical complexities of  childbirth; and the Holocaust Project (1985-93), an immense 
endeavor on behalf  of  Chicago and her husband, photographer Donald Woodman (both of  whom have European 
Jewish ancestry), to illuminate the Holocaust’s resounding impact on society.

The Dinner Party also eclipsed Chicago’s previous work, thereby threatening to bury her contributions as one of  
the only female fixtures of  California’s formative art scene. This is why, despite her present renown, Chicago has 
taken meticulous measures to preserve her legacy in its entirety. In addition to maintaining an archive near her 
studio, Chicago’s work is archived at the National Museum of  Women in the Arts, Harvard University, Penn State 
and the Nevada Museum of  Art. In 2019, she launched a comprehensive online portal that digitized her artworks 

Boxing ring ad by Jack Glenn Gallery for Judy Chicago’s solo exhibition at Cal 
State Fullerton published in Artforum Magazine’s December issue in 1970.

© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK
PHOTO BY JERRY MCMILLAN

PHOTO COURTESY OF THROUGH THE FLOWER ARCHIVES
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The Female Divine is an inflatable anthropomorphic sculpture that was 
designed and installed in the gardens of Musée Rodin by Judy Chicago in 2020. 

The incredible womb-like chamber represents divine femininity and acted as 
the venue for the Dior’s 2020 Haute Couture show in Paris.

COURTESY OF CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE
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and her feminist art curriculum—a move that fortuitously preempted the necessity of  remote viewing in the Covid-19 age.
Not that a pandemic could slow Chicago’s roll. In August 2020, the Jordan Schnitzer Family Foundation announced the acquisition 

of  Chicago’s print archive, which is being honored with a forthcoming catalogue raisonné as well as three online exhibitions of  her 
prints at Turner Carroll Gallery in Santa Fe, (August–December 31, 2020); Jessica Silverman Gallery in San Francisco (September 
3–October 15, 2020); and Salon 94 in New York City (September 16–November 30, 2020). 

C ome November 2020, Dior is launching three new purses adorned with Chicago’s abstract portrayals of  “great 
ladies” from history, whose names will be featured on each handbag to inspire research into why, exactly, these ladies 
are so great. That’s in conjunction with an exhibition at Jeffrey Deitch, Inc. in New York City, where Chicago’s 
series of  21 banners—designed for Dior’s spring/summer 2020 couture show back in January—will go on view to 

the public, also in November. 
Chicago’s collaboration with Dior has been one of  the most talked-about creative partnerships of  the year. It all started when Maria 

Grazia Chiuri, Dior’s first female artistic director, named Chicago among her top 10 influences. Previously unfamiliar with Chiuri, 
Chicago applauded the designer’s priority to support her fellow women; Chiuri’s historic inaugural line for Dior included a T-shirt 
asserting, “We Should All Be Feminists,” after the book by Nigerian writer Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie. 

In the summer of  2019, Chicago received an unexpected invite to attend a Dior runway show in Paris, where Chiuri proposed 
that Chicago design one of  the label’s runway shows herself. With its waist-cinching, boob-pinching silhouettes and ankle-annihilating 
stilettos, the world of  haute couture is an unusual place for a feminist; and as Chicago experienced the sensory chaos of  a runway show 88
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During the show’s finale, models make their final turn on the runway inside 
Judy Chicago’s inflatable sculpture The Female Divine at the Musée Rodin 
gardens in Paris, France. Opposite: Two Dior Haute Couture models sport 

the vibrant and intricately elegant dresses designed by Dior’s creative director, 
Maria Grazia Chiuri, for the fashion house’s Spring/Summer collection.

COURTESY OF CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE
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for herself, she ruminated on whether her art could have a meaningful place in such a setting.
Upon returning home, Chicago consulted Jeffrey Deitch, the gallerist and curator who incubated the career success of  ’80s-era 

art stars like Jean-Michel Basquiat. Deitch is no stranger to the potentials that exist where art and fashion meet—he had recently 
partnered with the Japanese retailer UNIQLO himself—so with his blessing, Chicago proceeded with her concept for Dior: A vision 
entitled The Female Divine. 

“In the ’70s, I had designed this goddess figure that was 60 feet long,” Chicago recalls. “But I had so little support back then, there 
was no way to realize it.” 

Five decades later, armed with the plentiful resources of  a major fashion house, Chicago brought 
her goddess figure to fruition. At a much grander scale, too, spanning 225 feet in length. Inside 
the colossal womb-like structure, Dior’s pantheon of  models glided down a floral runway in 
flowing frocks and flat gladiator sandals. Lining the runway were 21 banners, each 10 by 7 feet, 

posing rhetorical questions like, What if  women ruled the world? in English and French. The banners were hand-embroidered at 
the Chanakya School of  Craft in Mumbai, India, where young women are taught the intricacies of  this ancient art form.

“Not only were [these girls] working on my banners, but they were having empowerment discussions with facilitators to help them 
understand the meaning of  my questions,” Chicago exclaims. “Dior brought my questions to people worldwide, to countries where 
women cannot imagine women in power. That’s why I say that my collaboration with Dior was the greatest creative opportunity 
I’ve ever had. There is a way for art to interface with fashion [so that] it has meaning. And fashion can be empowering as opposed 
to oppressive. It is possible to transform an oppressive tradition.”

A truth that Chicago holds dear, as she’s largely responsible for creating a world in which her work is seen and her questions 
discussed. Nowadays, she’s musing on how feminism must continue to evolve. 

“What are feminist values moving into 2021?” Chicago ponders. “They’re not just about equality for women, and certainly not 
about equality just for white women, but about transforming the world into a place of  equity and justice for all creatures.”

Not one to dole out blanket advice, Chicago is aggregating her wisdom for a new autobiography, which will be published by 
Thames & Hudson in 2021 with an introduction by feminist spokeswoman Gloria Steinem. Chicago hopes that her story will equip 
women with the confidence to keep on shattering those glass ceilings. It’s still a man’s world, and many credible women won’t be 
invited to the table. But if  Chicago has taught us anything, it’s that sometimes, you just have to pull up a seat. ■

Judy Chicago, Queen Victoria (left) and Christine of Sweden (right) from the Great Ladies series, 1973, Sprayed acrylic on canvas, 40 x 40 in. (101.6 x 101.6 cm).
COLLECTION OF ELIZABETH A. SACKLER

© JUDY CHICAGO/ARTISTS RIGHTS SOCIETY (ARS), NEW YORK
PHOTO © DONALD WOODMAN/ARS, NEW YORK
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Judy Chicago sports an opulent golden pantsuit 
at Christian Dior’s 2020 Haute Couture show. 

Behind the artist is a tapestry embroidered with 
a question Chicago first proposed in 1977: 

“What If Women Ruled the World?”
COURTESY OF CHRISTIAN DIOR COUTURE
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These three paintings, titled The Rainbow Man, by Judy Chicago can be found in the New York City art gallery and exhibition space, Salon 94.
ZUMA PRESS, INC. / ALAMY STOCK PHOTO
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